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PPTA: Privacy-Preserving Task Assignment Based
on Inner Product Functional Encryption in SAM

Zihui Xu , Lei Wu , Chengyi Qin, Su Li, Songnian Zhang , and Rongxing Lu , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The explosions of mobile communications and the
Internet of Things (IoT) have spawned a new distributed comput-
ing paradigm—spatial crowdsourcing, in which workers actively
participate in spatiotemporal computing tasks for earning com-
missions, facilitating the development of urban sharing economic
services. Furthermore, to reduce users’ storage space and compu-
tational overhead, the server assignment model (SAM) is widely
used, which means that crowdsourcing platforms collect sensi-
tive information about tasks and workers, e.g., locations and
interests, to perform task assignments accurately. However, in
the real world, crowdsourcing platforms are not fully trustwor-
thy and may reveal sensitive information about workers and
tasks, which can reduce users’ motivation to use crowdsourcing
services. Therefore, how to assign tasks efficiently and securely
is still an urgent problem to be solved. In this article, we propose
a privacy-preserving task assignment scheme (PPTA), in which
the crowdsourcing platform efficiently implements the nearest
task assignments without revealing sensitive information about
tasks and workers. In PPTA, we utilize inner product functional
encryption to achieve circular range queries and multikeyword
queries. Considering that workers usually prefer to query the
nearest tasks for reducing travel costs, we use the grid location
intersection to enable the nearest task assignment. In particular,
we design a SAM algorithm, which can improve task assign-
ment rates in multitask and multiworker scenarios. In addition,
our scheme can implement user accountability and user revoca-
tion, which enhances the security and practicality of the scheme.
Finally, we demonstrate the privacy preservation through secu-
rity theoretical proofs and show the efficiency by constructing
extensive comparative experiments, which respectively illustrate
the security and the effectiveness of our scheme.

Index Terms—Inner product functional encryption, privacy
preservation, range query, searchable encryption (SE), task
assignment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SPATIAL crowdsourcing [1] is a new distributed comput-
ing paradigm, in which tasks require distributed workers

at specific times and locations to complete. Currently, spa-
tial crowdsourcing is widely used in data collection and
integration scenarios, such as traffic flow monitoring, road
condition detection, and online car-hailing [2], [3]. Moreover,
many platforms, e.g., MTurk, Upwork, and CrowdFlower, sup-
port spatial crowdsourcing services, which can assign the
appropriate tasks to workers.

In existing spatial crowdsourcing, task assignment mod-
els are generally classified into two types: 1) worker request
model (WRM) and 2) server assignment model (SAM).
Compared to the WRM, the SAM reduces the users’ stor-
age space and computational overhead, and the users do not
need to be online all the time. Therefore, we focus on the
SAM. In the SAM, since the worker usually queries the task
based on his/her locations and interests, the crowdsourcing ser-
vice platform (CSP) has to collect the locations and interest
keywords of both the task and the worker to implement the
task assignment. However, in the real world, CSPs are not
fully trustworthy and may reveal sensitive information about
the users, which can be used to infer their trajectories and
interests. If users know that their sensitive information is being
compromised while they are enjoying the service, they will
be less motivated to use crowdsourcing services. Therefore,
a secure and efficient task assignment scheme is needed for
crowdsourcing platforms.

In this article, we focus on the privacy issues regarding
locations and interest keywords as follows.

Location Privacy Preservation: To et al. [4] used differential
privacy to preserve location data, which requires a trusted third
party to process the data. Since the data release timestamp is
restricted, it does not work well to implement location updates
for users. In [5], the geographic space is divided into grids
and users preserve their locations using inner product encryp-
tion, which is only applicable to rectangular range queries and
not to circular range queries. Han et al. [6] proposed spatial
crowdsourcing privacy-preserving location distance computa-
tion, which utilizes bilinear pairs and Chebyshev chaotic map
to accurately calculate the location distance. In this case, the
CSP needs to calculate the distance between each task-worker
pair, which leads to a high computational overhead. Different
from the above schemes, our scheme can efficiently implement
the circular range query and the nearest task assignment.

Interest Keyword Privacy Preservation: Searchable encryp-
tion (SE) is often used to search for encrypted keywords in
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TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK

semihonest platforms. In [7] and [8], they are only applicable
to single-user and single-keyword search scenarios, so they
cannot be directly applied to spatial crowdsourcing scenar-
ios. In [9] and [10], only authorized users can implement
keyword search, which may bring high computational and
communication overheads in user authorization and revoca-
tion processes. Different from the above schemes, our scheme
can efficiently implement user revocation and multikeyword
queries in multitask and multiworker scenarios.

In this article, we propose a privacy-preserving task assign-
ment scheme (PPTA) that can implement task assignments
securely and efficiently. The main contributions of our work
can be summarized as follows.

1) In our scheme, we utilize inner product functional
encryption to efficiently implement circular range
queries and multikeyword queries without revealing the
users’ locations and keywords. Then, to assign the near-
est task to the worker, we further divide the geographic
space into grids and use the location grid intersection to
sense the distances between workers and tasks without
exposing the location grids of workers and tasks.

2) We design a SAM algorithm, in which the CSP can
perform task assignments in multitask and multiworker
scenarios. The algorithm is intended to ensure that each
worker can receive tasks, which improves the global task
assignment rate to some extent.

3) Considering security and practicality, our scheme sup-
ports user accountability and user revocation. User
accountability is used to trace misbehaving users who
may upload additional information to improve their
matched rate. User revocation is used to revoke users’
accounts without updating any ciphertexts and keys.

4) We demonstrate the security of the PPTA scheme under
the selective plaintext attack, evaluate the performance
of the PPTA scheme, and construct comparative exper-
iments in which the results show that our scheme can
implement task assignments efficiently.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss the related work covered in this arti-
cle. In Section III, we provide the necessary background
knowledge of the technology used in the PPTA scheme. In
Section IV, we describe the problem formulation of the PPTA
scheme, including the system models, design goals, etc. In
Section V, we detail the construction of the PPTA scheme.
In Sections VI and VII, we provide the security proof and
performance evaluation of the PPTA scheme, respectively. In
Section VIII, we describe the conclusions of this article.

II. RELATED WORK

Our research is related to four topics: 1) spatial crowdsourc-
ing task assignment; 2) location privacy preservation; 3) SE;
and 4) inner product encryption. They are discussed separately
as follows.

A. Spatial Crowdsourcing Task Assignment

CSPs implement task assignments based on the spatiotem-
poral similarity between tasks and workers [4], [11]. Currently,
the task assignment is generally divided into two dimen-
sions to study [1]: 1) static scenarios (offline scenarios) and
2) dynamic scenarios (online scenarios). In static scenarios,
the CSP performs the task assignment after knowing the spa-
tiotemporal information of tasks and workers in advance.
However, in dynamic scenarios, the CSP is dedicated to
dynamically responding to requests from requesters and work-
ers. Obviously, the dynamic scenario is more practical, so this
article designs the task assignment scheme for the dynamic
scenario.

There are two task assignment models for existing spatial
crowdsourcing [12]: 1) WRM and 2) SAM. In WRM, users
actively look for tasks based on their query requirements. In
SAM, the CSP performs global task assignments to improve
the task assignment rate. Compared to the WRM, the SAM
reduces the users’ storage space and computational overhead,
and the users do not need to be online all the time. Therefore,
we focus on the SAM. In Table I, we compare the differences
between our scheme and several existing schemes [4], [13],
[14], [15], [16].

B. Location Privacy Preservation

Location privacy preservation in spatial crowdsourcing is an
issue of great concern. To et al. [4] used differential privacy to
preserve location data, which requires a trusted third party to
process the data. Since the data release timestamp is restricted,
it does not work well to implement location updates for users.
Li et al. [17] proposed a location filter protocol, which uses
cloaked areas to implement rectangular range queries and then
homomorphic encryption to implement circular range queries.
Schnell et al. [18] proposed a privacy distance computation
scheme, which uses the Chebyshev chaotic map and bilinear
pairs to accurately compute the location distance. This method
requires high computational cost and may not apply to spa-
tial crowdsourcing scenarios for mobile users. Hu et al. [5]
and Yuan et al. [12] divided the geographical areas into grids.
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In [5], users use inner product encryption to protect their loca-
tions, which can implement rectangular range queries but not
circular range queries. In [12], users use HMAC codes to
protect their locations, which can implement circular range
queries but with some errors. Zhang et al. [16] proposed a
blockchain-based scheme that divides the fine-grained levels of
location privacy for users, in which the user has to perform the
access test for each task, which imposes a high computational
overhead for the client. Different from the above schemes, our
scheme can efficiently implement circular range queries and
nearest queries.

C. Searchable Encryption

SE is usually used for data retrieval in the ciphertext
state which is divided into symmetric SE [19] and asym-
metric SE [20]. In [7] and [8], users use symmetric keys
for encryption and search, which do not implement user
accountability well. In [9] and [10], only authorized users
can implement data search, which may bring high computa-
tional and communication overheads in user authorization and
revocation processes. Bao et al. [21] proposed multiuser SE
(MuED), which achieves multiuser search and user revocation.
Liu et al. [22] proposed SE for distributed systems, which uses
double trapdoors to implement multiuser search. However, the
scheme involves three-party interaction to implement cipher-
text transformation, partial decryption, and bit decomposition,
which increases the communication and computational over-
head. Dong et al. [23] proposed shared and SE (MSDE) in
which users encrypt and decrypt data using their own keys.
Zhang et al. [24] proposed blockchain-based federated SE,
which achieves decentralized SE, however, this scheme can-
not well implement user revocation. Different from the above
schemes, our scheme can efficiently implement user revoca-
tion and multikeyword queries in multitask and multiworker
scenarios.

D. Inner Product Encryption

Inner product encryption is functional encryption, which can
calculate the inner product of vectors in the encrypted state.
Shen et al. [25] proposed predicate encryption which is used
to determine whether the inner product is 0. Wong et al. [26]
proposed a secure k-nearest neighbor scheme which can com-
pute the inner product between the multidimensional vectors.
However, both [25] and [26] are symmetric encryption that
cannot be well applied to spatial crowdsourcing scenarios. In
our scheme, users use their own keys to preserve data privacy,
which is more suitable for multiuser scenarios.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present the basics of the technologies
used in the PPTA scheme.

A. Searchable Encryption

SE [19] is often used to search for encrypted data in semi-
honest platforms, which usually consists of four algorithms:
1) Setup; 2) Enc; 3) TdGen; and 4) Test.

1) Setup(1λ)→ K: The data owner invokes the setup algo-
rithm to generate necessary system parameters. It takes
the security parameter λ as input and outputs the
symmetric key K.

2) Enc(K, w)→ Cw: The data owner invokes the encryp-
tion algorithm to encrypt keywords. It takes the sym-
metric key K and the keyword w as input and outputs
the ciphertext Cw.

3) TdGen(K, w’)→ Tw′ : The data users invoke the trap-
door generation algorithm to generate trapdoors. It takes
the symmetric key K and the query keyword w′ as input
and outputs the trapdoor Tw′ .

4) Test(Cw, Tw′ )→ 1/0: The server invokes the test algo-
rithm to verify whether the trapdoor Tw′ can match the
ciphertext Cw. It takes the ciphertext Cw and the trap-
door Tw′ as inputs and outputs 1 when w = w′ and 0
otherwise.

Correctness: For ∀K ← Setup(1λ) ∀w ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∀Cw ←
Enc(K, w), and ∀Tw ← TdGen(K, w), we always have
Test(Cw, Tw) = 1. Then, the SE scheme is correct.

B. Bilinear Map

Given two multiplicative groups G1 and G2 with the same
prime p, element g is a generator element of G1. The bilinear
map [27] e : G1 ×G1 → G2 has the following properties.

1) Bilinearity: ∀a, b ∈ Z
∗
p, we have e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab.

2) Nondegeneracy: e(g, g) 	= 1.

3) Computability: For any input, the bilinear map e can be
computed efficiently.

C. Shamir Secret Sharing

Shamir secret sharing [28] is a distributed t-threshold secret
scheme, which divides the secret s into n shares. When the
number of shares is greater than or equal to t, secret s can be
reconstructed. The two algorithms of the Shamir scheme are
as follows.

Distribution: The secret owner chooses t − 1 numbers
f1, . . . , ft−1 ∈ Z

∗
p and sets the polynomial function as

f (x) = s+ f1x+ · · · + ft−1xt−1

where the share owned by each party i is f (i).
Reconstruction: For the set � of users, the Lagrange

interpolation of user i ∈ � is defined as �i, �

�i, �(x) = �j∈�,j 	=i
x− j

i− j
.

If |�| ≥ t, then the user can reconstruct secret s

s = f (0) =
∑

i∈�f (i) ·�i, �(0).

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the research problem of the
PPTA scheme, including the system model, threat model,
design goals, and main ideas. We summarize the symbols used
by the PPTA scheme in Table II.
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TABLE II
PPTA NOTATIONS

Fig. 1. Range queries and keyword queries.

A. System Model

The system model involves four entities: 1) workers;
2) requesters; 3) a CSP; and 4) a key generation center (KGC).
The roles of each entity are defined as follows.

1) Requesters can release tasks on the crowdsourcing
platform.

2) Workers can query tasks, execute them, and submit task
results.

3) The CSP is responsible for implementing task assign-
ments and collaborating with the KGC to implement
user accountability and user revocation.

4) The KGC is responsible for generating system parame-
ters and user registration, and collaborating with the CSP
to implement user accountability and user revocation.

The PPTA scheme divides the task assignment into two
phases, where Figs. 1 and 2 depict the two phases of the task
assignment, respectively. Fig. 1 depicts the phases of the cir-
cular range query and the multikeyword query. Fig. 2 depicts
the nearest task assignment phase.

B. Threat Model

Each entity’s role in the threat model is defined as follows.
The KGC is considered to be an honest entity, which is

mainly used for the generation of system parameters and is
not involved in the task assignment phase.

Users (requesters and workers) and CSPs are considered
to be honest-but-curious (semihonest) entities [29], which
means that they follow protocols but desire to infer sensitive
information about other entities.

Fig. 2. Nearest task assignment.

Note that in this article, we also assume no collusion
between users and the CSP [30]. In the real world, the reputa-
tion and interests of the CSP would be damaged by revealing
sensitive information about the users, so this assumption is
reasonable.

C. Design Goals

Our scheme (PPTA) meets the following utility and security
goals.

Utility Goals: The PPTA scheme meets the following utility
goals.

1) Multikeyword Query: The worker and requester can
select multiple keywords as their interest requirements.

2) Circular Range Query: The worker can query tasks
within its circular range.

3) Nearest Task Assignment: The CSP can assign the
nearest task to the worker.

4) Server Assignment Model Algorithm: The CSP can
implement task assignments in multiworker and mul-
titask scenarios to improve task assignment rates.

5) User Revocation and Accountability: Users (workers
and requesters) can efficiently revoke their accounts in
the system and implement user accountability to avoid
misconduct by other users.

Security Goals: The PPTA scheme meets the following
security goals.

1) Data Confidentiality: Users upload the encrypted sensi-
tive information to the crowdsourcing platform, includ-
ing tasks’ locations, content, and requirement keywords
and workers’ locations and query keywords.

2) Data Unlinkability: The encryption function used by the
users should be random rather than deterministic so that
the CSP cannot infer the plaintext relationship from the
ciphertext relationship.

D. Main Ideas

The PPTA scheme can efficiently assign tasks without
revealing users’ sensitive information, and its task assignment
is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the CSP searches
for tasks that meet the worker’s circular range and interest
threshold. In the second phase, the CSP finds the nearest
task among those that satisfy the worker’s circular range and
interests.

First Stage: In this phase, the CSP needs to implement
circular range queries and multikeyword queries. In PPTA,
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we use the method of vector inner product to achieve these
two functions.

Circular Range Query: The CSP determines the location
relationship between a point and a circle by determining the
relationship between the inner product and 0 [13]. Specifically,
let the worker’s circular range be Q, the location of the task
be P, and any one diameter AB on the circle Q. Note that the
location coordinates in this article are 2-D. If

−→
PA · −→PB ≤ 0,

then point P is within the circular range Q; otherwise, point
P is outside the circular range Q. To preserve location privacy
from disclosure, the inner product

−→
PA · −→PB is converted to the

inner product between two multidimensional vectors, as shown
in (1), where

−→
PA = (Ax−Px, Ay−Py),

−→
PB = (Bx−Px, By−Py)

−→
PA · −→PB = (Ax − Px)(Bx − Px)+ (Ay − Py)(By − Py)

=
(

1, Px, Px, P2
x, 1, Py, Py, P2

y

)

◦ (
Ax · Bx,−AxBx, 1, Ay · By,−Ay,−By, 1

)
. (1)

Multikeyword Query: The CSP implements keyword queries
by determining the relationship between the inner product and
0 [31]. Specifically, let the set of interest keywords of the
worker be q = {q1, q2, . . . , qn} and the interest keyword of
the task be x. If f (x) = (x − q1) × · · · × (x − qn) = 0, then
x is an element in q. To preserve the keyword privacy from
disclosure, f (x) is divided into the inner product between two
multidimensional vectors, as shown in

f (x) = b0 + b1x+ · · · + bnxn

= (b0, b1, . . . , bn) ◦
(
1, x, . . . , xn). (2)

Second Stage: In this phase, the CSP needs to implement
the nearest task assignment. In PPTA, we use the grid code
intersection [18] to sense the distance between the task and the
worker. Specifically, if two circles of the same radius intersect
with a larger area, then the closer their centers are to each
other. In the grid, let P and Q be two circles of the radius r, and
GP and GQ be the set of grid codes of P and Q, respectively. As
shown in (3), if s is larger, the closer the distance between the
circle P and the circle Q, where s is the dice coefficient [18].
The dice coefficient s can also be used to approximate the
intersection area between the circle P and the circle Q by
calculating Â = sπr2, which can be used in subsequent user
accountability

s = 2|GP ∩ GQ|
|GP| + |GQ| . (3)

V. DETAILED CONSTRUCTION OF PPTA

In this section, we divide PPTA into four phases to describe:
1) range query and interest query; 2) nearest task assignment;
3) user accountability and revocation; and 4) SAM algorithm.
Our scheme supports multiworker and multitask scenarios. For
illustrative purposes, we take one worker and one task as an
example.

A. Range Query and Interest Query

In this phase, the CSP finds tasks for the worker that meet
his/her circular range and interests.

1) System Initialization and Users Registration: In this
phase, the KGC generates the necessary system parameters
and performs user registration, as follows.

Setup(1λ)→ msk: The KGC randomly selects a binary vec-
tor S of length n+1 bits, two (n+1)×(n+1) invertible matrices
{M1, M2}, a permutation key skp and a key-based hash func-
tion hs : {0, 1}∗ → Z

∗
P that maps the keyword to a positive

integer. Then, the KGC sets the master key msk as follows:

msk = {
M1, M2, S, skp, hs

}
.

KeyGen(msk, idi)→ {ski, rki}: Given a user identity idi,
the KGC randomly selects two (n + 1) × (n + 1) invert-
ible matrices {Ai,1, Bi,1} and computes Ai,2 = A−1

i,1 M1 and
Bi,2 = B−1

i,1 M2. Then, the KGC sets the user’s key ski and
reencryption key rki as follows:

ski =
{
Ai,1, Bi,1, S, skp, hs

}
, rki =

{
Ai,2, Bi,2

}
.

The KGC forwards the user’s key ski to user idi, and the
reencryption key rki and the identity idi to the CSP. Then,
the CSP updates the set of user-reencryption key mappings
K = K ∪ (idi, rki).

2) Task Requirements Encryption and Reencryption: In this
phase, the requester encrypts the task interest keywords, task
location, and task content, and then the CSP reencrypts the
requester’s ciphertexts, as follows:

IntEnc(skj, skp,�Ij, �Lj, Dx, Kx)→ (�I∗j , �L∗j , c1, c2): For the
keywords, the requester idj uses the hash func-
tion hs to process the task requirement keyword as−→
I j,i = (hs(wj,i)

0, hs(wj,i)
1, . . . , hs(wj,i)

n), where wj,i is
the ith requirement keyword of the task j and n is the system
security parameter. Then, the requester uses the permutation
key skp to disorder the elements of the vector. For example,
let the number of task requirement keywords of the requester
be nj, then the processed task requirement keywords as
follows:

�Ij =
⎛

⎜⎝
hs(wj,1)

2 . . . hs(wj,nj)
1

...
. . .

...

hs(wj,1)
4 · · · hs(wj,nj)

5

⎞

⎟⎠.

For the location, the requester sets the location vec-
tor to be �Lj = (1, Px, Px, P2

x, 1, Py, Py, P2
y), where Px and

Py are the task location coordinates. If the length of the
vector �Lj is less than n + 1, the requester adds n − 7
elements 1 to it. Therefore, the task location vector as
�Lj = (1, Px, Px, P2

x, 1, Py, Py, P2
y, 1, . . . , 1). To preserve loca-

tion privacy, the requester randomly selects a positive integer
δ and computes �Lj = δ�Lj. Then, the requester uses the
permutation key skp to disorder the elements of the vector.

Then, the requester divides the keyword vector �Ij,i and
location vector �Lj into two random vectors {�Ia

j,i,
�Ib
j,i} and

{�La
j ,
�Lb

j } based on the value of each bit of the binary vector S,
respectively, as follows:

S(k) = 0

{�Ia
j,i(k) = �Ib

j,i(k) = �Ij,i(k)
�La

j (k) = �Lb
j (k) = �Lj(k)

S(k) = 1

{�Ia
j,i(k)+ �Ib

j,i(k) = �Ij,i(k)
�La

j (k)+ �Lb
j (k) = �Lj(k)
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where k is the kth bit of S and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n+ 1}.
Then, the requester encrypts {�Ia

j,i,
�Ib
j,i} and {�La

j ,
�Lb

j } as �I∗j,i =
{AT

j,1
�Ia
j,i, BT

j,1
�Ib
j,i} and �L∗j = {AT

j,1
�La

j , BT
j,1
�Lb

j }, respectively.
Since the number of the task requirement keywords is nj,
the task requirement keyword vector ciphertext is �I∗j =
(�I∗j,1,�I∗j,2, . . . ,�I∗j,nj

).
For the task content Dx, the requester randomly selects

a symmetric key Kx to compute the task ciphertext c1 =
EKx(Dx) and the key ciphertext c2 = (Kx)

Aj,1 , respectively.
Finally, the requester submits the task requirement REQ =
{idj,�I∗j , �L∗j , c1, c2} to the CSP.

IntTran(rkj,�I∗j , �L∗j , c2)→ (Ĩj, L̃j, c∗2): After the CSP receives
the task requirement REQ, the CSP finds the reencryption
key of the requester idj and reencrypts the key ciphertext, the
location ciphertext, and the keyword ciphertext as follows:

c∗2 = (c2)
Aj,2

L̃j =
{

AT
j,2AT

j,1
−→
L a

j , AT
j,2AT

j,1
−→
L b

j

}
=

{
MT

1
−→
L a

j , MT
2
−→
L b

j

}

Ĩj,i =
{

AT
j,2AT

j,1
−→
I a

j,i, AT
j,2AT

j,1
−→
I b

j,i

}
=

{
MT

1
−→
I a

j,i, MT
2
−→
I b

j,i

}
.

Note that the reencrypted interest ciphertext as Ĩj =
(̃Ij,1, Ĩj,2, . . . , Ĩj,nj).

3) Trapdoor Generation and Reencryption: In this phase,
the worker generates the interest keyword trapdoor and the
location trapdoor, and then the CSP reencrypts the worker’s
trapdoors, as follows.

TdGen(ski, skp, �QIi, �QLi)→ (idi, �T∗Ii, �T∗Li): For the key-
words, let the set of interest keywords of the worker idi be
{q1, q2, . . . , ql}. If the number of keywords in the set is less
than n, the worker adds n − l dummy keywords to it. Note
that the dummy keywords here are not related to the interest
keywords and do not affect the matching results. Then, the
worker uses the hash function hs to process each keyword
to get {hs(q1), hs(q2), . . . , hs(qn)}. To protect interest privacy,
the worker constructs a polynomial function f (x) to hide the
interest keywords as follows:

f (x) = (x− hs(q1))× · · · × (x− hs(qn))

= b0 + b1x+ · · · + bnxn.

The worker extracts the coefficients of the function f (x) as
the interest query vector �QIi = (b0, b1, . . . , bn)

T . Then, the
worker uses the permutation key skp to disorder the elements
of the vector.

For the location, let the worker choose any one diameter AB
within his/her circular query range, then the worker’s location
vector be �QLi = (Ax · Bx,−Ax,−Bx, 1, Ay · By,−Ay,−By, 1).
If the length of the location vector �QLi is less than n + 1,
the worker randomly chooses n − 7 real numbers ai to add
to it, where

∑n+1
i=9 ai = 0. To protect location privacy, the

worker randomly selects a positive integer δ′ and calculates
�QLi = δ′ �QLi. Then, the worker uses the permutation key skp

to disorder the elements of the vector.
Then, the worker divides the interest vector �QIi and the

location vector �QLi into two random vectors ( �Qa
Ii,
�Qb

Ii) and

( �Qa
Li,
�Qb

Li), respectively, as follows:

S(k) = 1

{ �Qa
Ii(k) = �Qb

Ii(k) = �QIi(k)
�Qa

Li(k) = �Qb
Li(k) = �QLi(k)

S(k) = 0

{ �Qa
Ii(k)+ �Qb

Ii(k) = �QIi(k)
�Qa

Li(k)+ �Qb
Li(k) = �QLi(k).

Finally, the worker encrypts { �Qa
Ii,
�Qb

Ii} and { �Qa
Li,
�Qb

Li} as
�T∗Ii = (A−1

i,1
�Qa

Ii, B−1
i,1
�Qb

Ii) and �T∗Li = (A−1
i,1
�Qa

Li, B−1
i,1
�Qb

Li), respec-
tively. Then, the worker submits the query request QUE =
{idi, �T∗Ii, �T∗Li, tthreshold} to the CSP, where tthreshold is the interest
threshold set by the worker.

TdTran(rki, �T∗Ii, �T∗Li)→ (T̃Ii, T̃Li): After the CSP receives
the query request QUE, the CSP finds the reencryption key
of the worker idi and reencrypts the interest trapdoor and the
location trapdoor, as follows:

T̃Ii =
{

A−1
i,2 A−1

i,1
�Qa

Ii, B−1
i,2 B−1

i,1
�Qb

Ii

}
=

{
M−1

1
�Qa

Ii, M−1
2
�Qb

Ii

}

T̃Li =
{

A−1
i,2 A−1

i,1
�Qa

Li, B−1
i,2 B−1

i,1
�Qb

Li

}
=

{
M−1

1
�Qa

Li, M−1
2
�Qb

Li

}
.

4) Inner Product Calculation: In this phase, the CSP deter-
mines whether the task satisfies the worker’s query require-
ment by the inner product.

Match(Ĩj, L̃j, T̃Ii, T̃Li)→ 1/0: Let the inner product of the
interest be Yj,i = T̃T

Ii · Ĩj,i and the inner product of the location
be Xi = T̃T

Li · L̃j. The CSP calculates the inner products as
follows:

T̃T
Ii · Ĩj,i =

{
M−1

1
�Qa

Ii, M−1
2
�Qb

Ii

}T ·
{

MT
1
�Ia
j,i, MT

2
�Ib
j,i

}

= �QT
Ii
�Ij,i

T̃T
Li · L̃j =

{
M−1

1
�Qa

Li, M−1
2
�Qb

Li

}T ·
{

MT
1
�La

j , MT
2
�Lb

j

}

= δδ′ �QT
Li
�Lj.

If Yj,i = 0, then the task requirement keyword wj,i satisfies
the interest of the worker. When the number of inner products
of 0 in Yj = {Yj,1, Yj,2, . . . , Yj,nj} is greater than or equal to
tthreshold, then the task satisfies the interest of the worker. If
Xi ≤ 0, then the task’s location is within the worker’s circular
range.

B. Nearest Task Assignment

In this phase, the CSP assigns the nearest task to the worker
using the secret sharing bilinear map [32].

1) System Initialization and User Registration: In this
phase, the KGC generates the necessary system parameters
and performs user registration. Note that this phase runs con-
currently with the phase in Section V-A. We describe it in two
phases to better illustrate our scheme.

Setup(1λ)→ (PK, MSK): The KGC chooses a collision-
resistant hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and generates two
multiplicative cyclic groups G1 and G2 with the same prime
order p, where g is a generator element of G1 and the bilin-
ear map e is G1 ×G1 → G2. Then, the KGC selects random
numbers s0, s1, a1, x0 ∈ Z

∗
P to generate a secret polynomial

function f (x) as follows:

f (x) = s0 + a1x.
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The KGC sets the public key and the master key as PK =
(G1,G2, e, p, g, g1, g2, H, EK) and MSK = (s0, s1, a1, x0),
respectively, where g1 = gs0 , g2 = gs1 , and EK = g[f (x0)/s0].

KeyGen(PK, MSK, idi)→ SKi: The KGC randomly selects
a xi ∈ Z

∗
P for each user idi and generates the user key SKi =

(Di, Ei) as follows:

Di = g
f (xi)·�xi,�(0)

2 , Ei = g
s0·�x0,�(0)

2

where � = x0 ∪ xi. Finally, the KGC forwards SKi to the
user idi and updates the set of user-key mappings K′ = K′ ∪
(idi, xi, SKi).

2) Forwarding Task Information: In this
phase, the CSP encrypts the task information
CCSP→idi = Encpki(t||idi||idj||pkj||pki) that satisfies
the worker’s requirements and generates the signature
σ = SignskCSP(H(CCSP→idi)), where Encpki is the public-key
encryption and t is the current timestamp, and forwards
Res = {CCSP→idi , σ } to the worker idi.

3) Workers Submit Location Codes: In this phase, the
worker submits the grid location codes to the CSP. After
the worker receives Res, the worker uses the signature σ

and timestamp t to verify the validity of the message. If
the above verification passes, the worker constructs a circu-
lar range query. First, the worker maps his/her location into
the grid and chooses the query radius r according to his/her
needs. Note that grid information is broadcasted in advance by
the KGC. Then, the worker makes a circle in the grid whose
center is the worker’s location in the grid and the radius is r.
Finally, the worker encodes the grids within the circular range
using the hmac function as follows:

c̃i = (hmac(hsk, gw.x)||hmac(hsk, gw.y))

where hsk is a key chosen randomly by the worker and gw.x
and gw.y are the center coordinates of the subgrid w. Note
that hsk selected by the worker is different each time. Let the
set of worker’s grid codes be Cw = (c̃1, c̃2, . . . , c̃i). Then, the
worker uses the key SKi to encrypt the radius r to query for
the nearest task and implement subsequent user accountability,
as follows.

Enc(PK, SKi, r)→ C: The worker randomly selects r1, r2 ∈
Z
∗
P and calculates the ciphertext C = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6),

as follows:

C1 = gr·r2
2 , C2 = EKr2 , C3 = gr2

C4 = gr1
1 , C5 = Er·r1

i , C6 = Dr·r1
i .

The worker submits que = (idi, C, Cw) to the
CSP and forwards q = (Cidi→idj , σ

′, σ ) to the
requester idj, where t1 is the current timestamp,
Cidi→idj = Encpkj(t1||t||idi||idj||pkj||pki||hsk||r), and
σ ′ = Signskidi

(H(Cidi→idj)).
4) Requesters Submit Location Codes: In this phase, the

requester submits the grid location codes to the CSP. After
the requester receives q, the requester verifies the validity of
the message using the signatures σ ′ and σ , and the timestamps
t1 and t. If the above verification passes, the requester makes
a circle with its grid location as the center and r as the radius,
and uses the key hsk to calculate the location codes Cr =

(c̃1, c̃2, . . . , c̃j) within the circular range. Then, the requester
uses the public key PK to generate the trapdoor of the radius
r as follows:

Trap(PK, SKj, r)→ T: The requester randomly
selects r3, r4 ∈ Z

∗
P and calculates the trapdoor

T = (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6), as follows:

T1 = gr3
1 , T2 = Er·r3

j , T3 = Dr·r3
j

T4 = gr·r4
2 , T5 = EKr4 , T6 = gr4 .

Then, the requester submits req = (idj, T, Cr) to the CSP.
5) Task Assignment: In this phase, the CSP assigns the

nearest task to the worker. After the CSP receives the cipher-
text C and trapdoor T , the CSP verifies whether the radius of
the ciphertext and the radius of the trapdoor are the same, as
follows:

e(C1, T1) = e(C2, T2)e(C3, T3)

e(C4, T4) = e(C5, T5)e(C6, T6).

If the equations hold, output 1; otherwise, output 0.
Correctness Theory: We take one of the above equations to

detail the correctness theory, as follows:

e(C1, T1) = e
(
gr·r2

2 , gr3
1

)

e(C2, T2) = e
(

EKr2 , Er·r3
j

)

= e

(
g

r2 f (x0)

s0 , gr·r3·s0·�x0,�(0)
2

)

= e(g, g2)
r·r3·r2f (x0)�x0,�(0)

e(C3, T3) = e
(

gr2 , Dr·r3
j

)

= e
(

gr2 , g
r·r3·f (xj)·�xj,�(0)

2

)

= e(g, g2)
r·r3·r2f (xj)�xj,�(0)

e(C2, T2)e(C3, T3) = e(g, g2)
r·r3·r2f (x0)�x0,�(0)

e(g, g2)
r·r3·r2f (xj)�xj,�(0)

= e
(
gr·r2

2 , gr3
1

)
.

If the equations hold, the CSP calculates the dice coefficients
s as follows:

s = 2|Cw ∩ Cr|
|Cw| + |Cr| .

In this scenario, there may be multiple requesters and tasks
in the circular range. The CSP selects the nearest task for the
worker by comparing s. The CSP selects the task tc with the
minimum s as the nearest task, where tc is the task identifier.
Then, the CSP partially decrypts c∗2 as c2

′ = (c∗2)
A−1

i,2 , forwards
res = (idj, s, tc, c1, c′2) to the worker idi, and records RD =
(idi, idj, C, T, Cw, Cr, t2, tc, s, c1) in the database, where t2
is the current timestamp. After the worker receives res, the

worker computes Kx = (c2
′)A−1

i,1 and Dx = E−1
Kx

(c1) to get
the task content. When the worker completes the task, it can
submit the task result using the key Kx.

C. User Accountability and Revocation

In this phase, users (requesters and workers) can implement
user accountability and revocation, as follows.
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User Accountability: Users implement user accountability
to prevent the misconduct of other users who may upload grid
location codes outside the circular range to increase the match
success rate. We use the intersection area approximation error
ε [18] to perceive the user’s misbehavior as follows.

The methods of accountability for workers and requesters
are similar, and here we use worker accountability as an
example. The worker decrypts the task to get the true loca-
tion (xj, yj) of the task and then calculates the distance

d =
√

(xi − xj)
2 + (yi − yj)

2 and the true intersection area

A = 2r2 ·arccos(d/2r)−(1/2)d ·√4r2 − d2 [18], where (xi, yi)

is the worker’s location, and the details of the derivation can
be found in [18]. Then, the worker computes Â = sπr2 based
on s and then compares Â and A. If the approximation error
ε′ between Â and A is greater than the approximation error ε,
the requester may have uploaded additional location codes.

If the requester misbehaves, the worker forwards AC =
(hsk, idi, idj, tc, (xi, yi), Kx, t3, r) to the CSP. After the CSP
receives the AC, the CSP looks up the assignment record
RD = (idi, idj, C, T, Cw, Cr, t2, tc, s, c1) and decrypts c1 using
Kx to get (xj, yj), and then submits rd = (idj, T2, T3) to the
KGC. After the KGC receives rd, the KGC looks up the key
pair (Dj, Ej) of the user idj and determines whether the equa-
tion e(T2, Dj) = e(Ej, T3) holds. If the equation holds, then
the radius trapdoor was uploaded by the requester idj.

Then, the CSP constructs the circular in the grid according
to (xi, yi) and r, and calculates the location codes. After that,
the CSP determines whether the location codes are consistent
with those previously submitted by the worker. If they are, the
worker’s accountability is legitimate. Then, the CSP constructs
a circle based on (xj, yj) and r, and calculates the location
codes. After that, the CSP determines whether the location
codes are consistent with those previously uploaded by the
requester. If they are not, the requester has misbehaved. When
a user misbehaves, the CSP can reduce his reputation or pull
him out.

User Revocation: Users (requesters and workers) can revoke
their system accounts in our scheme. Specifically, the user
sends a revocation request to the KGC, which verifies the
user’s identity and notifies the CSP to revoke the user’s
account. After the CSP receives the notification, it removes
the user’s reencryption key from the user-reencryption key
mapping.

D. Server Assignment Model Algorithm

We design a SAM algorithm, which can implement
task assignments in multitask and multiworker scenarios.
Specifically, each task can accept up to K workers, and each
worker can accept up to B tasks. Note that the workers have
the same query range. In this case, the CSP can implement task
assignments to improve the task assignment rate as shown in
Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, wi and ti denote the worker and
the task, respectively, w and t denote the worker variable and
the task variable, respectively, and F is the counting function.

Specifically, the CSP creates an array for each worker
and stores the tasks that satisfy the worker’s requirements
based on s in descending order, e.g., wi = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}.

Fig. 3. Location relationship between tasks and workers.

Algorithm 1 SAM Algorithm
Input: Match
Output: A = {(t, w)}

1: Initialize F : F(t) = 0, F(w) = B
2: for i = 0 to n do
3: for j = 0 to n do
4: t = Match[i]

[
j
]

5: Find (t, wi, s) from the database
6: s0 = s
7: for k = 0 to n do
8: wb = t[k]
9: Find (t, wb, s′) from the database

10: s1 = s
11: if s1 > s0&&F(t) < 0&&F(wb) > 0 then
12: A← (t, wb)

13: F(t) = F(t)− 1
14: F(wb) = F(wb)+ 1
15: end if
16: end for
17: if F(t) < K&&F(wi) > 0 then
18: A← (t, wi)

19: F(t) = F(t)− 1
20: F(wi) = F(wi)+ 1
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for

Similarly, the CSP constructs an array for each task, e.g.,
ti = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}. Then, the CSP constructs a worker-

task matrix Match, e.g., Match =
⎛

⎝
t3 t5 t2
t1 t4 t3
t3 t1 t2

⎞

⎠, where row

i denotes the worker wi and the column j denotes the jth task
in the worker’s array.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the SAM where K =
1, B = 2, w1 = {t1, t2}, t1 = {w1, w3}, and

Match =
⎛

⎝
t1 t2 null
t3 t2 t4
t5 t4 t1

⎞

⎠. Thus, the task assignment pairs

are (w1, t1), (w2, t3), (w2, t2), (w3, t5), and (w3, t4).
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VI. SECURITY DEFINITION AND PROOF

In this section, we describe the security definition and prove
the security of the PPTA scheme.

A. Leakage Function

We define four leakage patterns to describe all leaked
information in the PPTA scheme, as follows.

1) Size Pattern: The size pattern is defined as the CSP
knowing the total number of task requirements and query
requests.

2) Access Pattern: The access pattern is defined as the CSP
knowing all task–worker matching pairs.

3) Predicate Pattern: The predicate pattern is defined as
the CSP knowing the number of intersected keywords
between workers and tasks.

4) Search Pattern: The search pattern is defined as the CSP
knowing which trapdoor matches the ciphertext.

B. Security Definition

In this section, we prove the security of the scheme from two
perspectives under the same-closeness-pattern chosen-plaintext
attacks (IND-CLS-CPA) [13]: 1) the requirement privacy of
the requester and 2) the query privacy of the worker. These
two privacy perspectives are defined as follows.

Requirement Privacy: Given two requirements D0 and D1,
the adversary A adapts to select additional queries to the chal-
lenger B. After the challenger B responds to the adversary A,
the adversary A cannot distinguish between D0 and D1.

Definition 1 (Requirement Privacy): Let
∏ =

(KeyGen, IntEnc, IntTran, TdGen, TdTran) be a proba-
bilistic PPTA scheme under the security parameter λ. We
formulate a security game between the challenger B and the
adversary A.

Init: The adversary A submits requirements D0 and D1 to
the challenger B, where D0, D1 ∈ 
M

∅ and 
M
∅ denotes the

full set.
Setup: Challenger B invokes the system initialization algo-

rithm to generate the necessary system parameters.
Phase 1: Adversary A submits a large number of queries

and then challenger B responds to them, as follows:
Requirement Request: Adversary A submits the requirement

Di
′ ∈ 
M

∅ that is different from D0 and D1. Then, challenger
B returns the ciphertext C′i ← IntEnc(skj, D′i).

Query Request: The adversary A submits the query Qi,
where D0 ∈ Qi ∧ D1 ∈ Qi or D0 /∈ Qi ∧ D1 /∈ Qi. Then,
the challenger B returns to the trapdoor Ti ← TdGen(ski, Qi).

Challenge: For D0 and D1, the challenger B flips a coin
b ∈ {0, 1} and returns the ciphertext Cb ← IntEnc(skj, Db) to
the adversary A.

Phase 2: Adversary A can continue to submit a large number
of queries as in phase 1.

Guess: Adversary A guesses the value of b as b′.
If the scheme

∏
satisfies the requirement privacy, then for

any probability polynomial adversary A has no nonnegligible
advantage to win the above game, as follows:

AdvIND−CLS−CPA−Index∏
,A

(
1λ

) =
∥∥∥∥pr

[
b′ = b

]− 1

2

∥∥∥∥ ≤ negl(λ)

where negl(λ) denotes a negligible function with parameter λ.

Query Privacy: Given two queries Q0 and Q1, the adver-
sary A adapts to select additional queries to challenger B.
After challenger B responds to adversary A, adversary A cannot
distinguish between Q0 and Q1.

Definition 2 (Query Privacy): Let
∏ =

(KeyGen, IntEnc, IntTran, TdGen, TdTran) be a proba-
bilistic PPTA scheme with security parameter λ. Since
the security game of query privacy is similar to that of
requirement privacy, we omit the detailed description of the
query privacy’s security game here.

In the nearest task assignment phase, the requester and
worker upload the radius trapdoor and the radius ciphertext,
respectively. We prove the security of this phase under the
adaptive chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) [32]. Similarly,
the security game of the nearest task assignment is simi-
lar to that of the requirement privacy, we omit the detailed
description of the nearest task assignment’s security game
here.

C. Security Proofs

In this section, we prove the security of the PPTA scheme
as follows.

In the range query and keyword query phases, the inner
product functional encryption is used as the constructive block
of the phases. Therefore, we prove the security of our inner
product functional encryption as follows.

Proof: We use the security game proposed in the upper
section to prove the requirement privacy of the scheme.

Init: Adversary A submits requirements D0 and D1 to chal-
lenger B, where D0, D1 ∈ 
M

∅ . Here, we prove the query
privacy of the range query, and the proof of the query privacy
of the interest query is similar to its

D0 =
(

1, P0,x, P0,x, P2
0,x, 1, P0,y, P0,y, P2

0,y, 1, . . . , 1
)

D1 =
(

1, P1,x, P1,x, P2
1,x, 1, P1,y, P1,y, P2

1,y, 1, . . . , 1
)
.

Setup: Challenger B runs KeyGen(1λ) to generate msk =
{M1, M2, S, skp, hs}, ski = {Ai,1, Bi,1, S, skp, hs}, and rki =
{Ai,2, Bi,2}.

Phase 1: Adversary A submits a large number of queries
and then the challenger B responds to them, as follows:

Requirement Request: Adversary A submits the requirement
D′i ∈ 
M

∅ , and then the challenger B returns the ciphertext
C′i ← IntEnc(skj, skp, D′i).

Query Request: The adversary A submits the query Qi ∈

M
∅ , where D0 ∈ Qi ∧ D1 ∈ Qi or D0 /∈ Qi ∧ D1 /∈ Qi. Then,

the challenger B returns the trapdoor T = {AT
i,1
�La, BT

i,1
�Lb} ←

TdGen(ski, skp, Qi).
Challenge: For D0 and D1, the challenger B flips a coin

b ∈ {0, 1} and returns the ciphertext Cb ← IntEnc(skj, skp, Db)

to the adversary A.
Phase 2: Adversary A can continue to submit a large number

of queries as in phase 1.
Guess: Adversary A guesses the value of b as b′.
We have successfully simulate the security game of the

PPTA scheme. The probability that the adversary A distin-
guishes between D0 and D1 is as follows:

AdvIND−CLS−CPA−Index
PPTA,A (1λ) ≤ negl(λ)
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where negl(λ) denotes a negligible function with parameter λ.
The security proof for query privacy is similar to the above
and is not described in detail.

In the nearest task assignment phase, the radius trapdoor and
the radius ciphertext submitted by the requester and worker,
respectively, are selectively IND-CPA secure under the DBDH
assumption. Specifically, if adversary A can launch at most qT

queries and its probability of winning the selective IND-CPA
security game is ε. Then, we can construct a PPT algorithm
β to solve the DBDH problem with the advantage ε′.

Proof: In the DBDH game, the simulator β flips
a coin u ∈ {0, 1}. If u = 0, then Z = gabc ∈ G;
otherwise, Z ∈ G is random. Given an instance σ =
(g, ga, gb, h, {hsj , hasj}j∈[1,q], Z) ∈ G

2q+7, where h = ge. The
DBDH security game between the adversary A and simulator
β is as follows.

Init: Adversary A randomly chooses two numbers r0 and
r1 to send to the simulator β.

Setup: Simulator β invokes the algorithm Setup(1λ) →
(PK, MSK) to generate the system necessary parameters. The
simulator β randomly chooses α ∈ Z

∗
P and x0 ∈ Z

∗
P to generate

f (x) = s0+αx and EK = g[f (x0)/s0], respectively, where s0 = e,
g1 = h, g2 = ga, and PK = (G1,G2, ê, p, g, g1, g2, EK).

Trapdoor Query Phase 1: Adversary A randomly selects r′
and queries its trapdoor. Simulator β randomly chooses xi ∈
Z
∗
P and calculates � = x0 ∪ xi, and then returns the trapdoor

T = (T1, T2, T3) to adversary A

T1 = hsj , T2 = hasjr′�x0,�(0), T3 = h
asjr′ f (xi)

s0
�xi,�(0)

.

Challenge: Simulator β flips a coin b ∈ {0, 1} and returns
C = (C1, C2, C3)

C1 = Z, C2 = g
b

f (x0)

s0 , C3 = gb.

If Z = gabrb , then the ciphertext C is a valid ciphertext for
rb. Otherwise, the ciphertext C is random.

Trapdoor Query Phase 2: The adversary A continues to
query the trapdoor of any r′.

Guess: The adversary A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}. If b′ = b,
the simulator β outputs u′ = 0, which implies that σ is a
valid DBDH tuple, otherwise the simulator outputs u′ = 1,
which implies that σ is a random tuple. The advantage of the
simulator β in solving the DBDH problem is at least (ε/qT).

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we analyze and compare the performance
of the PPTA scheme, MSDE [23] scheme, and MuED [21]
scheme. The notations used in this section are summarized in
Table III.

A. Performance Analysis

In PPTA, the overheads of range queries and interest queries
account for most of the overheads of the PPTA scheme, and
the others are negligible. Therefore, we approximate these
two overheads as the overall overhead of the PPTA scheme.
We compared the communication overhead and the compu-
tation complexity of the three schemes in Tables IV and V,
respectively.

TABLE III
NOTATIONS

TABLE IV
COMMUNICATION COST

Interest Query: The requester processes and encrypts the
keywords, which includes ni ∗ (n + 1) exponentiation oper-
ations and 2 ∗ ni ∗ (n + 1)2 multiplication operations, and
then outputs 2 ∗ ni (n + 1)-dimensional interest ciphertexts.
However, the worker processes and encrypts the keyword,
which includes

∑ i=n
i=1Ci

n(i− 1) multiplication operations to
generate polynomial coefficients and 2(n+ 1)2 multiplication
operations to generate the (n+ 1)-dimensional trapdoor.

Range Query: The requester processes and encrypts the
location vector, which includes 2(n+ 1)2 multiplication opera-
tions, and outputs a 2 (n+ 1)-dimensional location ciphertext.
However, the worker processes and encrypts the location vec-
tor, which includes 2(n+ 1)2 multiplication operations, and
then generates an 2 (n+ 1)-dimensional trapdoor.

Reencryption and Matching: The CSP performs the cipher-
text reencryption and the trapdoor reencryption, which require
2(ni+1)(n+ 1)2 multiplication operations and 4(d + 1)2 mul-
tiplication operations, respectively. The CSP performs inner
product calculation which requires 2(ni + 1)(n + 1) multipli-
cation operations.

B. Evaluation Results

Data Set and Setting: We test and compare the performance
of the three schemes in ubuntu 10.0 with 4-GB RAM and
Inel Core i5 CPU @ 2.30 GHz, where task data and location
data are obtained from MTurk Tracker [33] and Gowalla [34],
respectively. The test environment components include Python
3.6, Charm-Crypto 0.43, PBC 0.5.14, and the symmetric
elliptic curve SS5125 with the prime p of 160 bits. The
experimental results are shown as follows.

Task Requirement Encryption: The task requirement encryp-
tion is performed by the requester. Fig. 4 shows the
performance of the requester encrypting the location and the
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TABLE V
COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Time cost of requirement encryption.

keyword. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the performance of the
keyword encryption and the location encryption, respectively,
where the number of locations and keywords are set as inde-
pendent variables and the dimensions d of the vector and
matrix are 10, 15, and 20, respectively. Similarly, as shown in
Fig. 4(c), we compare the performance of the three schemes
for the keyword encryption, where d = 10. We observe the
experimental results when the number of interest keywords
of the requester is 10. In our scheme, the time overheads of
interest encryption and location encryption are 1.6 and 0.1 ms
when d = 10, and 3.1 and 0.2 ms when d = 20, respectively.
However, in schemes MSDE and MuED, the time overheads
of interest encryption are 3.5 and 6 ms, respectively.

Ciphertext Reencryption: The ciphertext reencryption is per-
formed by the CSP. Fig. 5 shows the performance of the
CSP reencrypting the ciphertext. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows
the performance of the keyword ciphertext reencryption and
the location ciphertext reencryption, respectively, where the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Time cost of requirement reencryption.

number of ciphertexts is set as the independent variable and
the dimensions of d the vector and matrix are 10, 15, and
20, respectively. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 5(c), we com-
pare the performance of the three schemes for the keyword
ciphertext reencryption, where d = 10. We observe the exper-
imental results when the number of interest keywords of
the requester is 10. In our scheme, the time overheads of
interest reencryption and location reencryption are 0.4 and
0.01 ms when d = 10, and 2.6 and 0.02 ms when d = 20,
respectively. However, in schemes MSDE and MuED, the
time overheads of interest reencryption are 4.2 and 12.2 ms,
respectively.

Query Trapdoor Generation: The trapdoor generation is per-
formed by the worker. Fig. 6 shows the performance of the
worker generating keyword trapdoors and location trapdoors.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the performance of the worker generat-
ing the location trapdoor and the interest trapdoor, respectively,
where the number of locations and keywords are set as the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Time cost of trapdoor generation.

independent variables and the dimensions d of the vector and
matrix are 10, 15, and 20, respectively. Similarly, as shown in
Fig. 6(c), we compare the performance of the three schemes
for the interest trapdoor generation, where d = 10. We observe
the experimental results when the number of interest keywords
of workers is 10 and d = 10. In our scheme, the time over-
heads of location trapdoor generation and location encryption
are similar, and the time overhead of interest trapdoor genera-
tion is 0.3 ms. The time overheads of trapdoor generation and
encryption are similar in schemes MSDE and MuED.

Trapdoor Reencryption: The trapdoor reencryption is per-
formed by the CSP. Fig. 7 shows the performance of the
CSP reencrypting trapdoors. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the
performance of the CSP reencrypting the location trapdoor
and the interest trapdoor, respectively, where the number of
trapdoors is set as the independent variable. Similarly, as
shown in Fig. 7(c), we compare the performance of the three
schemes for the trapdoor reencryption, where d = 10. The
time overheads of ciphertext reencryption and interest reen-
cryption are similar in our scheme and schemes MSDE and
MuED.

Inner Product Calculation: The inner product calculation is
performed by the CSP. Fig. 8 shows the performance of the
CSP performing the inner product computation. Note that since
the schemes MuED and MSDE only support multiuser single-
keyword search, while the PPTA scheme supports multiuser

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Time cost of trapdoor reencryption.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Time cost of matching.

multikeyword search, we only measured the time overhead
of the product calculation of our scheme. Fig. 8(a) and (b)
shows the performance of the location inner product and the
interest inner product, respectively, where the number of task
requirements is set as the independent variable from 1000 to
10 000. The time overheads of the inner product of interests
and the inner product of locations are 3.9 s and 550 ms when
the number of keywords and the number of location vectors
are 1000, and 20.1 s and 592 ms when the number of keywords
and the number of location vectors are 10 000, respectively.

Radius Ciphertext and Trapdoor Generation: The radius
encryption and the radius trapdoor generation are performed
by the worker and the requester, respectively. Note that
the generation of radius ciphertexts and the generation of
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Fig. 9. Time cost of Enc and Trap.

Fig. 10. Time cost of matching.

radius trapdoors in the PPTA scheme are mainly used for
user accountability, while schemes MuED and MSDE do
not support user accountability, so we only measure the
time overhead of our scheme for user accountability. Fig. 9
shows the performance of the radius encryption, where
the number of query radii is set as the independent vari-
able. When the number of radii is 10, the time overhead
for encryption and trapdoor generation are 99 and 93 ms,
respectively.

Bilinear Pair Matching: Bilinear pair matching is performed
by the CSP. Note that bilinear pair matching is also used for
user accountability in the PPTA scheme, and we only mea-
sure the time overhead of our scheme for user accountability.
Fig. 10 shows the performance of the CSP performing bilinear
pair matching, where the number of query radii is set as the
independent variable from 1000 to 10 000. When the number
of radii is 1000, the time overhead of bilinear pair matches is
5 s. When the number of radii is 10 000, the time overhead of
bilinear pair matches is 51 s, respectively.

To sum up, in the interest query phase and range query
phase, the time overhead of our scheme increases with
the increase of dimension d. Since schemes MSDE and
MuED only support keyword queries, we only compare the
performance of keyword queries. In low dimensions, e.g.,
d = 15, the performance of our scheme outperforms the
performance of the schemes MuED and MSDE. In high
dimensions, e.g., d = 20, the performance of our scheme
approximates that of the scheme MuED and outperforms that
of the scheme MSDE. Since the user does not need to use hs

to process the location vector during the range query phase,
the time overhead of the location process of our scheme is
lower than the time overhead of the keyword process. So, we
can conclude that our scheme can perform range queries and
interest queries efficiently.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed a PPTA for spatial crowdsourc-
ing (PPTA), where the CSP assigns tasks without revealing
users’ privacy. In PPTA, we focused on user’s location privacy
and interest privacy, which not only can implement circular
range queries and multikeyword queries but also can imple-
ment the nearest task assignment. In particular, we designed
a SAM algorithm, which efficiently improves the task assign-
ment rate in multitask and multiworker scenarios. In addition,
our scheme enables user revocation and user accountability,
which enhances the security and practicality of our scheme to a
certain extent. Finally, through theoretical analysis and exper-
imental evaluation, we demonstrated that the PPTA scheme
enables to perform task assignments securely and efficiently.
As for future research directions, the task acceptance rate can
evaluate the success rate of task assignments, and the veri-
fiability of task results can prevent malicious workers from
uploading false results for their benefit. Therefore, the task
acceptance rate and the verifiability of task results will be
considered in our future work.
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